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Affluent millennials

 
By BRIELLE JAEKEL

While some themes regarding luxury goods are important to all age demographics, there are many that vary from
generation to generation, making it important for brands to adjust their messaging.

A new report from Shullman Research Center shows that millennials make up half of adults who have purchased
luxury items within the past year. Within the survey, words such as money, rich, best and classy made the top of the
list for themes important to them when buying luxury goods.

"The key takeaway is that luxury marketers need to customize their messaging depending on the generation or
generations they are targeting," said Bob Shullman, founder/CEO of Shullman Research Center.

Shullman Research Center surveyed five groups, totaling 1,690 respondents that make up various income groups
from $75,000 to $500,000 a year or more.

Generational gaps
To cater to the younger demographic, luxury marketers should focus on these themes important to them. Gen-Xers
cited phrases such as unique, style, premium, exclusive and cars within the top 10.

Numbers of household income are showing that luxury markets should not focus solely on net worth, as the majority
of luxury buyers make a household income less than $100,000 across all demographics. While these consumers are
likely not purchasing high-end items as frequently as those with higher incomes, there are still a great number of
them as possible customers.
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Shullman chart

About 37 million consumers who make less than $100,000 are luxury buyers, while only 1 million of those that make
more than $500,000 are.

When asked to describe words that come to mind when thinking about luxury, luxury buyers mostly responded with
positive sentiments. Words such as expensive, name brand and quality topped the list.

However, two negative words, overpriced and unaffordable, appeared within the responses.

For baby boomers, the sentiment in regards to luxury seems to lean more toward the negative side, with the top
description words being non-essential, unaffordable and overpriced.

Shullman word cloud

Additional insight
In a surprise twist for high-end marketers, it turns out that the majority of sales for luxury products come from
Americans whose household incomes are less than $100,000 a year, according to an earlier report from Shullman
research.

Many luxury brands think of themselves as catering to the affluent consumer with yearly salaries over $100,000, but
research is showing that average Americans make up the majority of customers. While those with higher incomes
spend larger amounts and buy more frequently, the average customer still makes a big impact for these brands, as
they outnumber the affluent (see more).

Millionaires from the X generation hold onto traditional luxury events while millionaire millennials are straying
away from happenings such as fashion shows and auto races, according to a new report from Shullman Research
Center.

While there are vast differences in culture, behavior and values between lower income consumers versus
millionaires, this also holds true for differing generations. For instance, family is the top priority in millionaire Gen-
Xers' lives with 89 percent believing so, but only 67 percent of millionaire millennials say the same (see more).

"We have found that there are specific luxury themes and benefits that really appeal to all the generations who buy
luxuries, such as quality, and there are themes and benefits that appeal specifically to specific generations, such as
classy for millennials, unique for Gen-Xers and designer for boomers, and, as such, not to all luxury buyers," Mr.
Shullman said.
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